AMiON User Agreement

The user license agreement below allows for the use of the AMiON scheduler for creating and editing a schedule and the AMiON web site for viewing the schedule online. This license covers a single group of attendings, hospitalists, physician assistants, NNPs or a residency or fellowship program.

To learn more about our Enterprise service, please contact aline@amion.com.

Amion License Agreement, Spiral Software

Spiral Software grants you license to use AMiON for the year(s) you have ordered.

You may install the AMiON scheduler on any computer used for making your schedule. The license covers a single residency or fellowship program, or a group of physicians, attendings, hospitalists or call service at a single site. A license includes one schedule posted online at Amion.

If others in your department or hospital require a separate schedule and would like to use AMiON, they must purchase separate licenses but these can be grouped into one central display with an Enterprise account. Enterprise licenses are available to cover your entire institution.

Any other use or distribution violates U.S. copyright laws.

Receiving the password for publishing the AMiON schedule constitutes an agreement to abide by the terms of this license.

Spiral Software provides AMiON without warranty of any kind.

If you have questions on using AMiON which the tutorials or online documentation do not answer, contact Spiral Software technical support at support@amion.com or call 888.898.0779.